Throwing
PB2172........Throwing Techniques (Jones)............................ $32.97
PB2220.......The Beginner’s Guide to Wheel Throwing........ $26.99

Handbuilding
PB1896.......Ceramic Art Tile for the Home........................... $29.95
PB2050.......Extruder, Mold & Tile: Forming Techniques...... $29.97
PB2099.......Ceramic Studio: Handbuilding.......................... $19.95
PB2133........From a Slab of Clay (Baird)................................ $32.97
PB2162........The Extruder Book (Baird)................................. $32.97
PB2209.......Mastering Handbuilding (Cobb)........................ $32.00
PB2210........Handmade Tiles (Giorgini)................................. $24.95

Glazes
PB1892.......Complete Guide to High Fire Glazes................. $17.95
PB2069.......Glazes & Glazing: Finishing Techniques........... $29.97
PB2128........Color in Glazes (Bloomfield).............................. $32.97
PB2140........Developing Glazes............................................. $32.97
PB2150........Natural Glazes (Forrest).................................... $29.95
PB2165........Glazing Techniques (Turner).............................. $32.97
PB2176........HIgh Fire Glazes (Hall)....................................... $32.97
PB2180........Low-Fire Glazes and Special Projects............... $32.97
PB2190........Cone 5-6 Glazes: Materials & Recipes............. $32.97
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W

e invite you to come in, grab a chair or sit on our comfy
couch and browse our bookshelves at your leisure!
You’ll find inspiration and information on a wide range
of subjects, from pottery and ceramics through sculpture and glass
to art history and culture from around the world. Peruse the books
and magazines next time you stop by one of our stores, visit our
books page on our website, and check regularly for new books!

Books

1

#

PB2200 • $24.95
Ceramics for Beginners
Plenty of how-to images, this
beginner’s guide teaches the art of
making beautiful ceramic figures—both
human and animal. Also advice on
setting up a home workspace, using
slips, and choosing a glaze

2

#

PB2209 • $32.00
Mastering Hand Building
Sunshine Cobb pushes the reader to
try more advanced construction as well
as decorative techniques. She shares
a wide range of projects from a coiled
box to the soft slab casserole dish.

3

#

PB2207 • $30.00
Amazing Glaze: Techniques
The recipes and foundational
techniques of Amazing Glaze are just
the beginning. Learn about layering
with slip and underglaze, work with
resists, and combine techniques to
take your glazing above and beyond.

Ceramic Surfaces
PB2096...... Low Firing & Burnishing.................................... $29.97
PB2115....... Coloring Clay...................................................... $28.95
PB2127....... Ceramic Transfer Printing................................. $32.97
PB2132....... Surface, Glaze & Form...................................... $29.97
PB2173....... Image & Design Transfer Techniques.............. $32.97
PB2214....... Carve Your Clay.................................................. $26.99

Sculpture
PB101..........Modeling the Figure in Clay............................... $21.95
PB102..........Modeling the Head in Clay................................ $22.99
PB255..........Modeling & Sculpting the Human Figure......... $17.95
PB2080.......Ceramic Sculpture: Inspiring Techniques......... $29.98
PB2156........Ceramic Sculpture: Making Faces.................... $24.95
PB2175........Sculpture Techniques........................................ $32.97
PB2202.......The Sculpting Book (Bonvalot).......................... $24.99

Moldmaking
PB1853.......Essential Guide to Ceramic Moldmaking......... $24.95
PB2168........Slipcasting.......................................................... $29.95

4

#

PB2157 • $29.95
Complete Guide to Mid-Range Glazes
A comprehensive guide to mid-range
(^4-7) clays and glazes recipes to help
you understand why certain glazes
work the way they do on different clay
bodies. Hundreds of inspirational
photos are in the gallery pages.

5

#

PB2208 • $30.00
Handbuilt: A Potters Guide
Melissa Weiss takes an organic
approach to harvesting and working
with local clays, and even shows you
how to mix your own glazes using ash,
salt, and other dry materials to use on
functional pottery for use at home.

• For more information, visit georgies.com/books •
Catalog prices change over time. For the most current prices call us or visit our website.

